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CONCRETE STRUCTURE / PATIO LANDSCAPE GUIDELINES 

 
Unit owners are of course permitted to repair and replace Front Steps, Landings and Walkways, extend Entry 

Landings; and install rear yard Concrete Structures and Patio Landscapes.  There are no specific Architectural 

Standards that govern these attributes, aside from the requirement to duplicate original structural design      

configuration and level upon replacement. There are however, guidelines based on uniform construction    

principals, township ordinances; and common sense maintenance considerations, that should be followed.  

There are also specific requirements within the Landscaping / Yard Maintenance standard (S/23) relative to 

common areas; and basic requirements contained within the TRCT Documents, which must be observed.  

Please submit a plan / drawing along with the Request for Exterior Work form for Approval, prior to  construc-

tion.  For Step/Landing/Walk resurfacing, field colors must be natural masonry.  Brick border and riser designs 

are permitted, provided the colors are natural brick and/or coordinated with the field.  

 

 

FRONT YARD 

 

Steps, Landings & Walkways: 

  

SETTLING: When Walks & Landings have settled over time, the adjacent Steps which lead up to the home’s  

entry will be rendered less accessible.  This is due to the fact that the height of the bottom step is  increased, in 

direct proportion, to the adjacent settled Walk or Landing section.  This defeats the uniform step height         

relationship for the entire distance, or “run” (from the Curb or Common Walk, to the Door Sill.)  This           

relationship, referred to in the building code as Dimensional Uniformity, requires that all steps within the run 

are equal in height (and not greater than 8 1/4”.)  Leveling, by means of a process known as  Mudjacking,  

usually corrects this problem.  For Steps that have settled, replacement is usually required.    Resurfacing may 

also work in either case (see below.)  Levels greater than those represented by a 2% slope (1/4” per foot) are 

generally unacceptable.  Please refer to S/23 for acceptable drainage. 

 

HEAVING:  When any concrete structure has heaved above the grade, replacement is usually required. 

DAMAGED: When any concrete structure is damaged, replacement is usually required.  For surface damage, 

resurfacing may be acceptable. 

 

REAR YARD 

 

Concrete & paved Patio installations should be formed to the inside of all fences (on both framing and finished 

sides) and sheds (around the perimeter), to allow for maintenance, replacement and proper drainage.  Installa-

tions must account for gutter drainage either with a drywell or with a soil border of at least 3”.  Installations 

should also leave a border on fence side for maintenance & replacement-access.  Control and expansion joints 

(for concrete) should be placed at proper intervals.  Stepped and terraced Patio areas should rise (step up) uni-

formly, not exceeding 8 1/4” in riser height.  All Patios, whether grade or multi level, should be       construct-

ed so as to allow for a uniform rise / height relationship to the rear steps and entry.  Per S/23, Steps and above 

grade ramps outside of the fence perimeter are not permitted.  Walk sections connecting Patios to Common 

Walks must be installed flush with grade level. 
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